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BOARD REPORT
In March 2020 it became apparent that this was going to be an exceptional year marked by one small
virus with big global consequences: Covid-19. Hyper globalisation and economic growth came to a full
stop. For Capabuild it was instantly clear, when it rains people need umbrellas or rather: get help in
making their own umbrellas. We needed to overhaul our delivery model with the right online
educational technology to continue delivering our training services. With the help of our ‘clients’, our
people, and our donors, we continued to deliver our services at a time that such services are more
needed than ever.
In 2020 we successfully executed large workshops (one face to face in February
2020 and one online workshop in two parts) with FETA, Indonesia, and one
large workshop (online in two parts) with the Tax Training Institute of the
Government of Rwanda (RRA) and one small online workshop with civil
society organisations in the Asian region led by Prakarsa Indonesia. We
observe a high demand by our partner organisations from Revenue
Services in the Global South for new teaching and training methods on
how to engage students in an online environment. Both FETA and the RRA
are challenged by online delivery of content. In June 2020, Capabuild
engaged an external online education specialist for this purpose. This
engagement has been crucial in the success of our online projects in 2020.

The 2020 workshops taught us the benefit of private industry presentations, preferably by those with
training experience and up to date content knowledge focusing on how to create an attractive fiscal
climate. This requires experts who can provide tax knowledge in the broader context of creating an
attractive investment climate.
Moving to an online delivery model meant our outputs are recorded and re-used by our clients in
Rwanda and Indonesia. For example, our digital workshop recorded materials are now embedded in
the curriculum of a range of Indonesian Government departments and teachers at the tax training
academy FETA regularly use the materials in their courses.
We firmly believe in the tripartite nature of Capabuild as promoted by the 2015 Addis Ababa
conference and supported by our main donor Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In 2020 we started
discussions on collaboration with the Committee on Fiscal Studies (CFS) University of Nairobi (see
https://cfs.uonbi.ac.ke/. A formalised relationship with a reputable knowledge centre in the global
south is a logical step for Capabuild, we believe the synergies and complementarity is such that CFS is
a positive step forward for both organisations. We are very happy that a collaborative agreement with
CFS has been concluded in spring 2021.
The CFS has agreements in place with the Kenya Revenue Authority, OXFAM, GIZ, and The Open
Society Initiative for Eastern Africa. CFS is an independent and not for profit knowledge centre,
affiliated with the University of Nairobi. Its long-term aim is to become the leading Tax Knowledge
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Centre for Eastern Africa. CFS is focused on content research and teaching
methods. It has a dedicated tax research department that frequently
publishes free accessible material on tax, tax in the context of
investment climate, public policy and economic impact. This
enhances Capabuild’s outputs. CFS is also trialling new online
teaching methods as they face similar challenges. The cross over in
knowledge will result in further improvements in the teaching and
training methods.
Our preferred supplier and co-founder IBFD chose a different journey for
very understandable reasons. Where we wanted to accelerate our training
programs for developing countries because of the COVID crisis, IBFD opted for another route. We
recognize our special collaboration with IBFD has been instrumental in initiating the Capabuild project
and we are grateful for their role in setting up Capabuild. We hope to make further use of IBFD
expertise albeit without preferred status.
2020 was also the year in which donors were proactively contributing to our programs: e.g., Heineken
was involved in the Rwanda program on Transfer Pricing, Prosus did contribute actively to Indonesia
programs, notably a case study on cooperative compliance and Deloitte played a significant role in
one of the Indonesia programs and Rwanda program as well. This active contribution increases our
reach substantially and it meets the demand of our customers. Developing countries show keen
interest in learning more from the private sector; what drives and motivates business is essential for
revenue authorities.
Forced by the Covid-19 lockdowns, we also transformed our business model by establishing an online
platform for our training with the help of a dedicated production team. Australian experience with
online education and technology was extremely helpful and made a global way of working possible
and successful. With this platform we can carry out interactive training programs efficiently and

effectively with maximum of flexibility.
We strengthened our back-office by various initiatives including implementing Exact (with project
modules) as basis for our financial administration and Microsoft Office as basis for our operations.

We would also here to express our gratitude to all people and organisations that contributed to this
acceleration of the Capabuild organisation in 2020.
Rotterdam, 3 August 2021
On behalf of the Executive Board

Gitte Heij
Chair

Jan van Trigt
Treasurer
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Financial Statements
Balance Sheet
Fixed assets
Equipment

31 December 2020

1 January 2020

5.532

Current assets
Receivables and other

184.644

349.203

Bank

381.983

253.557

Total assets

572.159

602.760

Equity
Continuity reserve
Special purpose reserve
Total equity

93.545
249.619
343.164

93.544
355.466
449.010

Provision holidays

2.414

Current liabilities
Deferred income
Other payables

56.606
169.975

150.000
3.750

Total equity & liabilities

572.159

602.760
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Statement of income and expenditure

2020

2019

Income
Donations
Subsidies
Other
Total income

144.244
93.394
835
238.473

300.000
1.500
301.500

Expenditures
Project expenditures

346.604

203.383

17.461
2.128
4.984

Settlement costs prior years
Total other costs

67
5.496
7.721
417
14.995
28.697
-31.578
-2.881

Total expenditure

343.723

227.956

-597
-105.847

73.544
-73.544
0

Other costs
Depreciation
Salaries
Overhead/ professional expenses
Overhead/ Travel
Overhead/ other expenses

financial result
Balance
Movement in continuity reserve
Movement in special purpose reserve

105.847
0

24.573
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Cash flow statement
Bank at 1 January
Result
Depreciation
movement in Receivables and other
Deferred income movement
Movement in other payables
Operational Cashflow
Investments in fixed assets
Cashflow from investments
movement in provisions
Equity movement other than from result
Financieringskasstroom

2020
253.557

2019
174.815

-105.847
67
164.560

73.544
0
-49.203

-93.394
166.225 +
131.611

150.000
-95.599 +
78.742

-5.599 +
-5.599

0 +
0

2.414
0 +
0 +

0 +
0 +

Total Cash Flow

128.426

78.742

Bank at 31 December

381.983

253.557

Notes to the Balance Sheet and Statement of Income and Expenditure
1. Stichting Capabuild
General
Stichting Capabuild is incorporated under Dutch law on 15 May 2017. Through Capabuild a tripartite
set-up is realised between knowledge platforms in the field of international taxation, the private
sector represented by a number of Dutch businesses, and the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Capabuild has been initiated because (1) there was an urgent need in developing countries to get
more tax knowledge and (2) the Netherlands is traditionally a centre of excellence where it concerns
international tax know how.
Capabuild is registered with the Dutch Chamber of Commerce under number 68758766. In the course
of 2020, the office address was moved from Amsterdam to Stationsplein 45 in Rotterdam. Capabuild
has currently three members of the Supervisory Board and two members of the Executive Board.
The financial statements are drawn up in accordance with the relevant rules prevailing in the
Netherlands as included in the Guidelines for financial reporting for ‘Small not for profit organisations’.
All amounts are in Euros. The financial accounts are prepared on historic cost price basis.
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Going concern
The COVID-19 outbreak has developed rapidly in 2020 and continues to have
impact in the first half year of 2021. Some donors have reduced their
contribution in cash due to Covid recession, but they remained
committed with contributions in kind. Other donors have even
increased their commitment. Capabuild is a young organization, but
the reserves built up in the first years have enabled the organisation
to even accelerate its activities in 2020. The ongoing engagement
of our corporate donors, the new collaboration agreement with the
Committee on Fiscal Studies of the University of Nairobi and the
continued support of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs will enable
Capabuild to further expand its activities in the coming years.

2. Accounting principles
General
Assets and liabilities are valued at acquisition cost or actual value. Results are allocated to the period
in which they are realized. Losses are accounted for in the year they are foreseeable. Balance sheet
and income and expenditure items are presented at face value, unless presented otherwise.

Continuity reserve
This buffer – the continuity reserve – is built up for unforeseen circumstances, partial discontinuity,
unexpected contingencies, and uninsurable risks.

Special Purpose reserve
This reserve intends to earmark results, after allocation to this reserve, to be spent on the objectives
of the foundation within a term of maximum 3 years. The result (loss 2020 EUR 105. 847) is absorbed
by the Special Purpose reserve. Since Capabuild during special Covid times accelerated the delivery
of trainings to Revenue Services in the developing world and invested in the development of a new
way of online delivery, allocating funds from this reserve for this purpose is recognized as being fully
in line with the objectives of Capabuild and the purpose of this reserve.

3. Notes to the valuation of assets and liabilities
3.1 Equipment
All equipment is from investments made in 2020. Almost all investments have been made because
of the new online delivery model. Depreciation is linear in 5 years to nil residual value. Depreciation
is calculated as of the month of investment.
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Equipment
Laptop
Flatscreen
3 Camcorders
Microphone
total investments in equipment
depreciation in project costs
depreciation in overhead
Bookvalue 31 December

2020
2.231
1.017
1.981
625
5.853
-254
-67
5.532

2019

0
0
0
0

3.2. Receivables and other current assets
The receivables consist of the following.
Receivables
Donors
VAT
Other debtors
Deferred costs

2020
2019
125.000 300.000
58.167
49.203
519
957
184.644 349.203

The VAT receivable relates for EUR 49.203 to a refund over 2019 for which a discussion with the
Revenue Service is ongoing. The refunds of other quarters have been received without delay or
exception. The discussion with the Revenue Service focuses on the VAT entrepreneurship of Capabuild
and the place of supply of the services. Total exposure of the VAT discussion is approximately EUR
120.000 over the years 2018-2020 Capabuild is assisted by outside VAT expertise and has a well
defendable position.
The deferred costs is relating to the small office Capabuild rents in CIC Rotterdam. It includes certain
office services as well.
Not included in the receivables is an amount of EUR 150.000 for the 2020 instalment relating to the
subsidy to be received from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in accordance with the subsidy decree of
2019. According to the is decree a total subsidy of EUR 500.000 is granted based on a commitment of
Capabuild to deliver approximately 8 projects to Revenue Services in the developing world in the
period 2020- 2022. In 2020 Capabuild delivered 3 projects but in a different delivery model. See also
the notes on the deferred income under 3.6..
A first instalment of EUR 150.000 was received by the end of 2019. A same amount equal to EUR
150.000 was planned to be received in December 2020. This instalment was postponed since
Capabuild informed the Ministry that IBFD announced to withdraw its commitment to Capabuild in
autumn 2020. According to the original subsidy request IBFD fulfilled the role of knowledge platform
in the public private cooperation within Capabuild’s ecosystem. Capabuild kept the Ministry well
informed on the subsequent developments after IBFD’s announcement, including the new
Collaboration agreement with the Commission for Fiscal Studies of the University of Nairobi as
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concluded end of March 2021. It is expected that the EUR 150.000 instalment originally planned for
2020 will be received in the course of 2021. The third installment amounting to EUR 200.000 is
planned to be received in December 2021. See also paragraph 4.1 hereinafter.

3.3 Cash and cash equivalent
This item consists of bank balances which are freely available to Stichting Capabuild.

3.4 Equity
The negative result over the reporting year ad EUR 105.847 has been absorbed by the special
purpose reserve.
Special purpose reserve
Balance Sheet 1 January
Result current year
Balance Sheet 31 December;

2020
355.466
-105.847
249.619

2019
355.466
0
355.466

2020
93.544
93.544

2019
20.000
73.544
93.544

The continuity reserve remains unchanged at EUR 93.545.
Continuity reseve
Balance Sheet 1 January
Result current year
Balance Sheet 31 December;

3.5 Provision for holidays
Since summer 2020 Capabuild employs one part time office manager who is entitled to paid
holidays. The provision for holidays (2020 EUR 2.414 ;2019 nihil) is based on the accrued number of
holidays valuated at the regular salary. Holiday allowance is paid monthly.

3.6 Current Liabilities
Capabuild has no long-term debt or any outstanding loans.
The subsidy from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Euro 150.000 received in 2019 has been accounted
for as deferred income. From the deferred income, 1/3 of the costs of the in 2020 delivered projects
that qualify for subsidy is released as income from subsidies.
Deferred income
Balance Sheet 1 January
Subsidy from current year
Release related to 1/3 of project costs delivered in current year
Balance Sheet 31 December;

2020
150.000
pm
-93.394
56.606

2019
0
150.000
0
150.000

For further details see paragraph 4.1 hereinafter.
The other current liabilities are as follows:
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Payables
Creditors
Payroll tax
Accrued liabilities
Credit note to be received

2020
212.289
10.406
20.692
-73.413
169.975

2019

3.750
3.750

Under Creditors there are also some invoices where Capabuild raised questions on the underlying
substance of the invoices. These questions were partly solved by credit invoices but partly are still
disputed. The amount of further credit invoices to be received has been estimated. The costs of the
dispute including lawyers have been accrued for.

4. Notes to the Statement of Income and Expenditure
Income and expenditure are recognized as they are earned or incurred and are recorded in the
financial statements of the period to which they relate. Losses are considered if they originate in the
financial year and as soon as these are anticipated.

4.1 Income from donations and subsidies
Donations are reported in the year where the statement (‘invoice’) concerning the donations relates
to.
Income from donations
Donations in cash
Donations in kind

2020
125.000
19.244
144.244

2019
300.000
300.000

Due to the economic slowdown during the Covid pandemic donations in cash from corporates
decreased, but still EUR 125.000 is committed. In addition, a number of donors have also committed
to donations in kind. These have been calculated for the hours spent by these donors valuated at a
rate acceptable in development aid. We applied EUR 950 per day which is based on our normal rates
external facilitators are remunerated. Total donations in kind were valuated at EUR 19.244.
Capabuild has been granted a subsidy in principle by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for activities in the
period 1 October 2019- 31 December 2022. The activities are defined as follows:
Contribute to revenue mobilisation in developing countries through knowledge building while
ensuring a sufficiently attractive fiscal climate for the private sector. To strengthen tax academies, so
that they actively contribute to capacity building with the country’s tax strategies and administration.
There were 8 programs foreseen in the years 2019-2022. The subsidy decree is dated 4 October 2019.
Capabuild is obliged to report to the Ministry under the normal reporting regulations. The activity
plan for the period 2019- 2020 was included in the subsidy request dated 25 July 2019. The total
subsidy amounts to EUR 500.000 but will only be finally granted after the end of the foreseen activities.
Final reporting date is set on or before 30 June 2023.
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An amount of EUR 150.000 was received as first instalment by the end of 2019.
A same amount equal to EUR 150.000 was planned to be received in
December 2020. This instalment was postponed since Capabuild
informed the Ministry that IBFD announced to withdraw its
commitment to Capabuild in autumn 2020. According to the original
subsidy request IBFD fulfilled the role of knowledge platform in the
public private cooperation within Capabuild’s ecosystem. Capabuild
kept the Ministry well informed on the subsequent developments
after IBFD’s announcement, including the new Collaboration
agreement with the Commission for Fiscal Studies of the University of
Nairobi. It is expected that the EUR 150.000 instalment originally planned
for 2020 will be received in the course of 2021. The third instalment amounting
to EUR 200.000 is planned to be received in December 2021.
The second instalment of the subsidy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs over 2020 (Eur 150.000) has
not been accounted for in 2020 but is expected to be received in 2021 and included in the 2021
accounts. The instalment received in 2019 has been recorded as deferred income.
From the deferred income an amount equal to 1/3 of the costs of qualifying projects delivered in 2020
is released. In 2019 there was no income from subsidies reflected in the statement of income and
expenditure.
There were three major projects qualifying under the current subsidy decree delivered in 2020.
Capabuild delivered two projects for FETA Indonesia and a transfer pricing course for the Rwanda
Revenue Authority. The calculation of the release of the deferred income of the subsidies received is
as follows:

Income from subsidies
Expenditures qualifying projects

Indonesia digital economy jan/ febr 2020
Indonesia - FETA August 2020
Rwanda Transferpricing October November
Total project costs qualifying for subsidy

total amount

amount as
contribution in
kind

excluding
contribution in
kind

57.865
125.443
116.117
299.425

9.744
9.500
19.244

57.865
115.699
106.617
280.181

Subsidy as income is 1/3 of qualifying project costs

93.394

Income from subsidies in 2019 was nihil.
Further details on the total project costs can be found in paragraph 4.2 hereinafter.

4.2 Project costs
All costs of a project are allocated to the project. This includes costs of facilitators, travel, production
team, accommodation, equipment and related. Also, an allocation of general costs of the Capabuild
organisation is allocated to the projects. This allocation is in accordance with the subsidy decree but
at a lower ratio (60% in 2020) than the starting point mentioned in the subsidy request which was the
basis for the subsidy decree (approx. 90%). The lower ratio applied has been made possible to higher
efficiencies of the Capabuild organisation.
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Project expenditures
Salaries
Travel
Production & Accomodation
Facilitators and other freelancers
Representation costs
Allocated indirect costs
Total costs projects delivered in 2020
Other
Total project expenditures

6.333
10.293
19.005
151.406
1.298
113.001
301.337
45.267
346.604

The project costs in 2019 amounted to EUR 203.383 but it needs to be noted the delivery model was
still very different. These total expenditures for 2020 delivered projects show strong growth as
compared to 2019: +48,2%. This is due to the acceleration of trainings delivered. The project
expenditures under other are mainly costs of the development of the new delivery model relevant
for all our projects through online trainings but which could not be allocated to the specific projects
delivered.
The breakdown of project expenditures over projects delivered in 2020 is as follows:
Expenditures per project
Indonesia digital economy jan/ febr 2020
Indonesia - FETA August 2020
Rwanda Transferpricing October November
Total project costs qualifying for subsidy
Other minor project
Total costs projects delivered in 2020

paid in 2020 to be paid in 2021

57.865
125.443
116.117
299.425
1.912
301.337

30.567

27.297

54.925

70.518

75.024

41.093

160.516

138.909

253

1.660

160.769

140.569

Next to amounts to be paid in 2021 and relating to the projects delivered in 2020 there are no other
long term financial commitments on behalf of Stichting Capabuild or relating to its projects.

4.3 Other costs
As other costs all costs are included that have not been allocated to the project costs.
Under other costs are consultancy expenditures included which were required to be made to enable
Capabuild to operate as an independent organisation. Also included in other costs are the small office
and related office services rented from CIC Rotterdam.
Stichting Capabuild has since summer 2020 one part time employee as office manager. In addition,
there are two on-call workers who assist on training- production days. Total costs of employees are
as follows:
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Salaries & wages
Social security contributions
Other costs (travel allowances)

2020
25.375
4.993
897
31.265

2019
0
0
0
0

Other items included, documentation, books, legal advice, office software subscriptions, legal
assistance, accounting and audit costs.
The other costs are 7,65 % (2019: 10,7%) of the total expenditures.

4.4 Remuneration of the board members
The members of the Supervisory Board are not remunerated. The members of the Executive Board
are not remunerated for their policy setting activities.
One executive board member from the first months of 2020 was an employee of IBFD and was
remunerated through her normal salary from IBFD, one was paid as a consultant by Capabuild and
one member did not receive any remuneration at his own request. The board members Gitte Heij and
Jan van Trigt were appointed in May respectively in June 2020 are equally not remunerated for their
policy setting activities. They have also been active for Capabuild in executing Capabuild’s strategy to
operate as an independent organisation and for Capabuild in training projects. The remuneration for
these operational and training roles will be invoiced via their respective management companies
against Capabuild’s normal rates (EUR 950 per day) that were agreed in 2017 for similar comparable
roles. The Supervisory Board and Executive Board have agreed to review the current governance
structure also in perspective of the remuneration for the operational and training roles. See
hereinafter under Subsequent events.

4.5 Financial result
The financial result comprises bank charges (EUR 384) and some minor currency exchange results
(EUR 213) as some of Capabuild’s costs are invoiced in other currencies.

Other information
Appropriation of net result
Article 14 para 3 of the deed of incorporation provides that the annual accounts will be determined
by the board within 6 months after the book year.
The board proposes to have the balance over 2020 EUR -/- 105.847 allocated to the special purpose
reserve. This proposal is already included in the numbers of this annual report.
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Subsequent Events
1. Collaboration agreement with CFS Nairobi
Due to the termination of the preferred supplier relationship by IBFD
the board has explored the affiliation with another knowledge
platform. At the end of March 2021, a collaboration agreement
with Committee on Fiscal Studies (CFS) Nairobi was concluded.
CFS is affiliated with the University of Nairobi. Capabuild is very
confident the collaboration agreement will be of great help to
further accelerate the scope and depth of our activities. We are
excited to work together with a leading knowledge platform from
the global south.

2. IBFD
As mentioned before the special relationship with IBFD evolved during 2020. As per 1 July 2021
Capabuild and IBFD have agreed to end the special relationship and continue as independent
organisations.

3. Appointment new member Supervisory Board
Capabuild was very happy with the appointment of Martina Kampmann to the Supervisory Board in
spring 2021. She has many years of experience as a political scientist, a journalist, and a development
policy specialist and she explores current transformation processes. She has held a variety of senior
leadership positions. She is a recognized expert in a number of areas relevant for Capabuild such as
transformation of global policies, vocational training and life-long learning. With Martina’s
appointment Capabuild now has 3 members of the Supervisory Board.

4. Considering a new governance model
The special relationship with IBFD has become more distant during 2020. According to IBFD the special
relationship has been terminated per 1 January 2021. This means that Capabuild is now standing on
its own two feet. The articles of association will be needed to be amended according to the new
situation. Supervisory Board and Executive Board are reviewing whether the current two-layer
governance model is the appropriate model for the next period for Capabuild.
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5. Pipeline of new project for counterparty organisations in the developing world
The year 2020 has been a challenging and exciting year. The circumstances were difficult but with the
support of all parties in the eco system, Capabuild was able to accelerate. We trust that Capabuild
moved with agility in the right direction. In the first months of 2021 our contacts with counterparty
organisation in the developing world has grown significantly. The pipeline for new training projects is
very promising.
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Auditor’s Report
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Appendix Executive Board
Gitte Heij
Gitte Heij (PhD Law, MA Tax Law, University of Groningen) started her
career with ING Bank before moving into research and advisory work for
governments and companies around the world. For over 20 years she
worked on a wide range of tax and public/fiscal policy projects in the Asian
region funded by Energy Institute Beijing, ALNG, law and accounting firms,
Australian Tax Office, AusAID, Ministry of Finance Indonesia, Asian
Development Bank, Ministry of Justice Vietnam, Ministry of Finance East
Timor, IMF, GTZ, Australian Federal Attorney General’s Department and
the OECD.
She is a passionate futurist/foresighter (Grad Cert Strategic Foresight,
University of Houston 2014). For her 2016 publication ‘Anybody out
there? The future of tax’, she received a Grad Cert of Achievement from
the University of Houston. She has presented her work on futurism and
law, particularly tax law, for Australian Tax Office, TEDX Salon,
universities, not for profit organisations, companies in Australia and
Europe, OECD Foresight Community, and senior government officials
around the world. She is an experienced teacher affiliated with Murdoch
University and the Asian Law Centre at Melbourne University and an active
member of the OECD Government Foresight Community Network and the
International Public Sector Foresight Network.

Jan van Trigt
Jan studied economics and tax at the Erasmus University Rotterdam
before starting his career with the Dutch Revenue Service. In 1989 he
joined the tax practice of Arthur Andersen which transferred into Deloitte
in 2002. He worked for many clients active in international business and
served in many significant leadership roles within Andersen and Deloitte
in the Netherlands, in EMEA and at a global level.
Jan has a broad range of interests and has proven track record in leading
small and large groups of professionals with a variety of specialisms. Jan
left Deloitte in 2018 and he is now active in (non-tax) advisory work for
a small and larger organisation, amongst others on management topics
and energy transition. Jan has a passion for public policy and business.
In serving Stichting Capabuild he combines his 30 years’ experience in
the world of tax, international business, and management.
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